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Typically a wrought iron fence is regarded as an enhancing fence as opposed to a privacy fence.
These fences can practical as well as decorative. You are able to choose any height that you prefer
as well as a large variety of styles. You may prefer a smooth top for your fence or perhaps a more
ornamental finial top. A finial is an architectural apparatus used to highlight the top of vertical
members of the fence.

You can choose a bulkier iron to provide your fence a more protected appearance. Wrought iron
makes an excellent fence for pools. Local health departments have fencing rules for public pools,
and this type of fence can be simply tailored to the height and opening requirements. It really is
perfect for child safety while providing a captivating enclosure.

For any durable and low maintenance enclosure, a wrought iron fence is a good choice since it
withstands all types of weather. Wrought iron is actually an iron alloy that is ductile, malleable and
easily welded. Before successful steelmaking methods were created, wrought iron would be a very
common type of malleable iron.

Wrought iron demand peaked in the 1860s with railways and ironclad warships. As supplies of mild
steel increased wrought iron was utilized less and less. A large number of articles were made from
iron before steel became more plentiful. These items included railway couplings, horseshoes, steam
pipes, nails, rivets, chains, wire, nuts, bolts, handrails and ornamental ironwork.

"Wrought" is surely an old school word that's the past participle of the verb "to work." As a result,
"wrought iron" means "worked iron." Fencing is a popular use for any iron, but it is not the only use.
For example, the Eiffel tower is made of a kind of wrought iron known as puddle iron. The Eiffel
tower has existed for 125 years, so that is a good indication that your wrought iron fence will outlive
you!

Wrought iron has been in use for hundreds of years. The other type of iron is called cast iron,
however it was too fragile for use as extensively. Wrought iron furniture goes back to Roman times,
and it is popularity in Great Britain peaked from the late 1600s during William and Mary's reign. The
decline continued until 1974 once the last wrought ironworks closed.

A wrought iron fence is usually required in historical districts for genuineness. It's also used in an
effort to enclose cemeteries. These fences possess a stately appearance, and wrought iron has
been used since Middle Ages. Inside London, Westminster Abbey has wrought iron gates dating in
the thirteenth century.

Royal residences for example Buckingham Palace are enclosed by iron fences. The White House is
actually another type of a fence of wrought iron. Many home decor items are made of wrought iron
such as wine racks, baker's racks, pot racks, candle holders, curtain rods, gates, beds and bar
stools.
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DJ Willis - About Author:
With more than 30 years of experience under our belts, a A-Z Fence is known for quality
workmanship, professionalism and personal service. We have worked hard to become a top name
in the Austin a wrought iron fence industry and beyond, developing relationships with customers to
establish a reputation as reliable, knowledgeable fencing experts. Few San Antonio fence
companies can match our dedication to integrity and craftsmanship.
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